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Abstract. The efficient operation of all types 

of transport is an essential condition for the stable 

operation of Ukrainian economy. Since the 

transport industry of Ukraine is closely connected 

to almost all branches of production and social 

sphere, its trends in development follow the gen-

eral dynamics of the country's economic devel-

opment. At the same time, transport industry's 

development priorities should take into account 

the distinguishing features of road transport as a 

fast, convenient, mobile, socially significant 

mode of transport whose activities are subject to 

certain safety and environmental risks and guided 

by international regulatory and legal codes and 

standards. Today there are more than 1 million 

trucks and approx. 7 million cars in Ukraine, and 

this number is growing. This, in turn, leads to an 

increase in fuel and energy resources consumed 

by motor vehicles. 

Raising requirements on the ecological condi-

tion of the urban environment causes a problem in 

the effective planning and functioning of protec-

tive and planning elements of trunk road adjacent 

areas. Trunk road adjacent areas are those located 

along the main street and road network within the 

boundaries from the trunk road to the construc-

tion line. These are the boundaries of the location 

of houses and structures related to the red lines, 

according to the construction line definition. They account for about 15…
30% of the city's area. The 

study of methodological foundations of sustaina-

ble development of urbanized areas should be 

based on a comprehensive, problem-oriented ap-

proach of various related scientific studies. There-

fore, the task of studying the environmental im-

pact of the main street network is relevant for the 

city. Thus, the city's main street and road network 

 

can be called the main source of complex ecolog-

ical impacts, particularly on the intra-city envi-

ronment and the environment, i.e. the urban eco-

system as a whole. All-natural components of the 

urban environment, namely, geological, atmos-

pheric, hydrological environment, are subject to 

harmful anthropogenic impact of the street and 

road network. The most critical is the atmospheric 

air condition, whose deterioration is a planetary 

scale problem. 

Keywords: ecological condition of urban en-

vironment, trunk road adjacent area, environmen-

tal impacts. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

This study purpose is to explore and devel-

op the methodological foundations of regulat-

ing environmental and urban planning pro-

cesses of functioning and developing the main 

street and road network under the influence of 

environmental impacts from traffic flows and 

external factors.  

Information support development, scien-

tific research and scientifically based complex 

solutions and methods of choosing planning 

and management options for trunk road adja-

cent areas are required. The main task of the 
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study is a creation of environmental manage-

ment models in determination of the effec-

tiveness of environmental and urban planning 

regulation of the operating and development 

processes of trunk road adjacent areas. More-

over, modelling of the main street and road 

network transversal profiles with the possible 

setting of the size of the areas between trunk 

roads to reduce the intensity of environmental 

impacts on the residential building area is re-

quired, too. 

 

RECENT RESEARCH AND PUBLICA-

TIONS ANALYSIS 

 

The relevance of this research topic is indi-

cated by the analysis of scientific works and 

urban development codes and standards in 

effect. This research topic is the subject of 

research by renowned scientists such as: 

- V.I.Nudelman, M.M.Domin, Ye.Ye.Kli-

ushnichenko, H.I.Lavryk, M.M.Habrel, 

Yu.M. Bilokon, I.O.Fomin, M.M.Kushni-

renko, A.P. Ositnianko, O.I.Synhaivska, A.M. 

Pleshkanovska, H.Y.Filvarov in urban and 

territorial planning issues; 

- B.V.Solukha, M.M.Osietrin, Ye.O.Rejt-

sin, D.S.Samoilova, V.I.Huk, T.O.Shilova, 

M.S.Fishelson, M.S.Murza, A.Ya.Tulaieva, 

H.L. Karaban, Z.I.Aleksandrovska, Yu.L. 

Shevchenko, V.S.Weinberg, I.B. Solukha, 

O.S.Furmanenko, I.I. Ustinova etc. in theoret-

ical and scientific-methodical system studies 

in the aspect of transport and ecological prob-

lems. 

 

STATEMENT OF BASIC MATERIAL 

 

The main challenges of the ecological con-

dition of trunk road adjacent areas are the 

negative impact of the transportation flow, 

which in turn generates environmental im-

pacts in the form of noise, air pollution and 

contamination of areas. 

As a result of the studies in the propagation 

of environmental noise impact under current 

urban conditions, cross-sectional profile mod-

els of trunk road adjacent areas have been de-

veloped, with the definition of their calculated 

noise impact, and the methodological basis 

for ecological and urban planning regulating 

the processes of functioning and development 

of the main street and road network at the 

stages of regional and local planning of the 

area have been proposed. 

As a result of research on the distribution 

of noise ecological impacts, the technique of 

defining noise impacts in calculation points 

has been proposed, assuming the effect of ex-

isting planning solutions of trunk road adja-

cent areas influence and planning solutions on 

civil construction improvements of the  area, 

arrangement solutions for the relief surface, 

use of civil structures and planning methods 

for the protection of trunk road adjacent areas. 

The reliability of the proposed models is 

demonstrated by calculating the modelling 

results of various planning solutions and the 

results of field studies. The basis of the full-

scale study is made by the most typical cross-

section profiles of Kyiv trunk road adjacent 

areas: 

- The trunk road network sites in the 

densely built-up conditions; 

- The trunk road network sites passing 

through varied terrain relative to the level of 

the main street and road network; 

- The trunk road network sites passing 

through undeveloped, i.e. building-free, area; 

- The trunk road adjacent area sites in the 

context of the built-up area influence on the 

value of the environmental impact indicators 

in the middle of a built-up area. 

Noise impact indicators and their action 

potential were determined at the sites under 

study. 

The model for determining the distribution 

of environmental noise impacts from the main 

street and road network on the territory is 

based on the introduction of the standard indi-

cator Lstand., which is an indicator of the noise 

level and obtained under conditions of noise 

modelling on a plane. In order to determine 

the calculated noise level at the design site, 

the calculated indicator Lcalc., assuming ap-

propriate corrections and the impact of the 

trunk road adjacent area planning solutions. 

The expression for calculating Lcalc. contains 

the constant index Kconst. (index of transition 

to urban environment) obtained as a studies 
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result of modelling of noise propagation on 

the surface  and the coefficient of accounting 

for civil construction improvements of the 

area within arrangements for the terrain of 

trunk road adjacent areas Kcalc. which is based 

on scientifically developed surface models 

with street and road networks of various alti-

tudes. The proposed noise indicator calcula-

tion method will provide a clear picture of the 

environmental impact on its planning and spa-

tial arrangements on the trunk road adjacent 

area and the management of main street and 

road networks. 

The formula for calculating the noise indi-

cator at the calculation point: 

Lcalc.=Lstand.* Kconst * Kcalc. + Lа surf. + Lа slope   (1) 

where Lcalc. is the calculated value of noise 

indicator at a given point; 

Lstand. is the standard value of noise indica-

tor at a given point on a plane terrain; 

Kconst. is the constant coefficient of merging 

to urban environment, 0.95; 

Kcalc. is the coefficient for civil construc-

tion improvements of the area committed to 

terrain arrangements of trunk road adjacent 

areas; 

Lа surf. is the correction (dBA) to take into 

account the type of carriageway or road sur-

face; 

Lа slope – is the correction (dBA) to take in-

to account the longitudinal slope of the street 

or road. 

The aforementioned calculation model tes-

tifies to the universality of the developed ap-

proach with scientific substantiation of meth-

odology of definition of indicators of envi-

ronmental noise impacts and forecasting of 

required design solutions on the choice of civ-

il design solutions of protective arrangements 

and the extent of civil construction improve-ments of the area in order to define the area’s
functional purpose so as to plan and deploy 

comfortable environment. According to the 

research, graphs for determining the standard 

noise value Lstand. (Fig. 1) and transverse pro-

file models of the main street and road net-

works with the Kcalc. factor based on the ter-

rain specifics of the trunk road adjacent area 

(Fig. 2) have been developed. 

The introduction of the term EPI “Ecolog
i-

cal Planning Indicator of Stable Area Devel-opment” was proposed as a
 result of the study 

of the criteria for assessing possible environ-

mental impacts and the extent of the area's 

required planning and civil construction im-

provements, taking into account impact fac-

tors, their quantitative and specific indicators. 

So, 

 

EPI=(E1n1; E2n2
; …. ; Ennm),         (2) 

 

where En is the type of environmental im-

pact on the area; 

nm is the potential for civil construction 

protective measures over space and time cov-

ering an area of a relevant factor. 

The proposed model outlines in detail the 

extent of the environmental impact on the ar-

ea, predicts the consequences and methods of 

civil construction improvements of the area, 

forms the criteria of functional purpose and 

the basis for choosing protective elements and 

methods against the predicted environmental 

impacts on the urban environment. 

Thus, according to the stage of develop-

ment of planning and build-up diagrams of 

the area at regional and local levels, it is pos-

sible to make suitable planning solutions for  

 
 

Fig. 1. Graphs for determining the standard 

noise value Lstand 
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Fig. 3. The model of efficiency of environmental and urban planning regulation of the 

processes of functioning and development of the trunk road adjacent areas 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Transverse profile models of main street and road networks with the environmen-tal impact reduction factor К
calc 
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he development of these areas and to provide 

expert assessment of existing planning solu-

tions from the point of view of ecology both 

under conditions of free build-up of the area 

sign) and under conditions of existing build-

up (area renovation). 

On the ground of the research completed, a 

model was developed (Fig. 3) for assessing 

environmental impacts on the trunk road ad-

jacent area with possible forecasting of the 

planning and technical solutions required for 

substantiation and an integrated approach to 

urban area planning at the stages of develop-

ment of the area planning and development 

diagrams: 

- at regional level: settlement planning, its 

functional area zoning, with noise protection 

zones to be allocated; 

- at the city master plan stage: street and 

road network routing of the trunk level; func-

tional area zoning with the building line to be 

allocated;  

- separation of residential areas; use of the 

surface area as a protective element;  

- formation of a green space system as a 

protective element; and 

- extension and rational use of trunk road 

adjacent areas. 

Based on this methodology for assessing 

environmental impacts and forecasting effects 

 
Fig. 4. Model of ensuring the effectiveness of regulation of the ecological-town-

planning state of the main areas against noise exposure 
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on urban areas, an approach is proposed to 

solve the problem at the level of functional 

area zoning, taking into account the degree of 

influence of ecological potential, depending 

on the characteristics of existing buildings 

and in terms of area renovation. This zoning 

approach can be taken as the basis for creat-

ing a safe, comfortable urban environment, 

sustainable and rational use with the appro-

priate functional purpose of the area, and sus-

tainable urban development. 

The study of Kyiv road network highways, 

construction line location, analysed area plan-

ning structure, area zoning diagrams and the 

terrain will determine the impact coefficient 

of noise distribution on the trunk road adja-

cent area.  

The coefficients proposed can identify the 

influence of planning, engineering and tech-

nical solutions adopted or already implement-

ed and to identify the relationship between 

urban planning features of residential build-up 

and routing of a given main street and road 

network, as well as its spatial development 

The proposed principles of a multifactor 

approach applied to the developed example of 

the environmental impact of noise are pre-

sented in the form of a schematic structural 

model for ensuring the regulation of the eco-

logical-town planning state of the main areas 

against noise exposure (Fig. 4) in the context 

of forecasting the potential impact on the state 

of urban development, which allows to de-

termine the land surface transformation 

measures, arranging the terrain in the context 

of civil construction improvements of the ar-

ea; this will enable the development of plan-

ning and urban development approaches to be 

continued 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Relying on the expertise in theoretical and 

practical advances in the field of urban devel-

opment and area planning, models have been 

developed in this study to ensure the effec-

tiveness of regulation of the ecological-town-

planning state of noise-affected trunk road 

adjacent areas; and they form the basis of the 

methodological support of environmental 

management of trunk road adjacent areas. 

The motor transport influence on the eco-

logical state of the urban setting under the 

conditions of ongoing motorisation growth 

has been described. Urban planning methods 

to reduce environmental impacts on trunk 

road adjacent areas are exemplified and de-

veloped using the elaborated models of envi-

ronmental impact distribution that result from 

noise nuisance.  

Noise nuisance field data in trunk road ad-

jacent areas have been outlined. Based on the 

results obtained, a model was proposed for 

the conditions of regional and local area plan-

ning to determine noise pollution indicators. 

The efficiency model has been developed 

for ecological-town-planning regulation of the 

functioning and development of trunk road 

adjacent areas in order to establish the envi-

ronmental impact limit and forecasting with 

respect to the planning solutions adopted, to 

determine the area functionality and to choose 

civil construction improvements to protect the 

area. 

Models of trunk network profiles were 

proposed with the definition of the spread of 

noise pollution in the adjacent trunk road are-

as, with the elements of the terrain's civil con-

struction improvements in mind.  
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 АLMNOMPПR SPTаVMWNX 

 АAA65аZ:;.
 В ]̂ а̂ `a bа]]cd̂ baef d]edghefa ibdjkacf, ]gmnаeefa ] o]]kapdgаeoac obаnbаjd̂ qdr câ dpdkdsota]qou d]edg vqdkdsd-sbаpd]̂ bd-o^ak`edsd baswkobdgаeom ibdxa]]dgyweqxodeobdgаeom o bаngo^om cаso]̂ bаk`edrwkoted-pdbdzedr ]â o idp gkomeoac vqdkdsohta]qou eаsbwndq d̂ ^bаe]idb^efu id̂ dqdg ogea{eou yаq^dbdg. Нadjudpocd]̂ ` bаnbаjd̂ qo oeydbcаxodehedsd dja]iataeom, eаwtefu o]]kapdgаeor,eаwted djd]edgаeefu qdcikaq]efu ba{aeor ocâ dpdg gfjdbа gаboаe^dg ikаeobdgаeom owibаgkaeom cаso]̂ bаk`efu ^abbo^dbomco mghkmâ ]m skаgedr nаpаtar o]]kapdgаeom id ]dhnpаeo~ cdpakar wibаgkaeom vqdkdsota]qoc]d]̂ dmeoac o dibapakaeom vyyaq^oged]̂ ovqdkdsd-sbаpd]̂ bdo^ak`edsd baswkobdgаeomibdxa]]аco yweqxodeobdgаeom o bаngo^omibocаso]̂ bаk`efu ^abbo^dbor, bаnbаjd̂ qocdpakar idiabatefu ibdyokar cаso]̂ bаk`edrwkoted-pdbdzedr ]â o ] gdncdzed]̂ `~ w]̂ аhedgqo bаncabdg ibocаso]̂ bаk`efu ^abbo^dborpkm dja]iataeom wcae`{aeom gkomeom vqdkdhsota]qou eаsbwnqo g zokdr nа]̂ bdrqa o câ dhpdg ou vyyaq^ogedr nа�o^f. К8�D4@H4 E86@а:

 vqdkdsota]qda ]d]̂ dmeoasdbdp]qdr ]bapf, cаso]̂ bаk`efa ^abbo^dboo,vqdkdsota]qoa eаsbwnqo. 


